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Solutions 

 
Solutions (1-5): 

From the given condition, Bike R is to the immediate right of P and the distance between them is 

25m. 

                                 
There is only one bike is parked to the right of Bike Q. The person who has Bike Q takes his bike as he 

wants to go to his office so he moves 32 m in south direction from there he turns to his right and 

moves 12 m then he turns 90° in clockwise direction and then moves 16m and after walking 8 m in 

east direction, he finally reached to his office. 

 
Now, Bike R is to the immediate right of P and the distance between them is 25m. Bike T is to the left 

of Bike U but not immediate left and the total distance between them is 75m. So, Bike P cannot be at 

extreme left end and cannot be at third to extreme left end, as the distances between two adjacent 

bikes are successive multiples of five, so Bike T and Bike U cannot be placed according to the given 

condition. 

So Bike P will second to the extreme left end and Bike R will be immediate right of Bike P. And 

according to the given conditions there will be two possible places for Bike T and Bike U-----  

Case:1- 
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Case:2- 

 
But it is given that the total distance between bike T and P is a multiple of 11. So from this case-1 will 

be eliminated. Now continue with case-2 there is only one place left for S. Also given that If Bike S 

starts moving in north direction and after walking 18 m it turns to the right and covers 45m before 

turning to right. After that it moves 2m in the same direction. Now Bike S, Bike R and another Bike V 

(which is exactly between Bike S and Bike R) will be in a straight line manner. So the final diagram 

will be- 

 
 

S1.Ans.(b) 

S2.Ans.(a) 

S3.Ans.(b) 

S4.Ans.(c) 

S5.Ans.(d) 
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S6. Ans.(a)  

Sol. For I-This could be the possible reason of Trump’s statement 

as it states about the North Korea’s Nuclear and missile program 

which has a huge impact on all over the World and it is also 

mentioned in the given statement that U.S president has been in 

talks with North Korea to protect itself and its allies from North 

Korea's nuclear threats. 

For II- This could not be the possible reason as it is not mentioned 

anywhere in the statement about the money matter between 

North Korea and U.S. 

For III- This could also not be the possible reason as it is not 

mentioned in the given statement. 

 

Solutions (7-8):  

        12-Y 

        11-M 

        10-U 

         9-Q 

         8-T 

         7-V 

         6-E 

         5-H 

         4-B 

         3-R 

         2-A 

         1-G 

 

S7. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Letters written against numbers 3, 6, 7, 12 are—R, E, V, Y. 

Word formed—VERY. So letter is E. 

 

S8. Ans.(d) 

Sol. “M” 

 

S9. Ans.(b) 

Sol. ‘^’ 

 

S10. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The statement presents the issue of ‘not reaching airport in time’ as a problem. This means that 

reaching airport in time is necessary. So, I is not implicit. Besides, it is mentioned that reaching 

airport in time has become difficult due to large number of potholes in road X. this implies that road 

X is the only possible way. So II is implicit. 
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Solutions (11-15): 

 
For Step-1: Interchange the alphabets as per the arrows mentioned in the above figure to get step –1. 

 
For step- 2: 

(i) If the alphabets contain one vowel and one consonant and number with them is less than 5 then 

replace the number with its square. 

(ii) If the alphabets contain one vowel and one consonant and number with them is greater than 5 

then subtract 2 from the given number. 

(iii) If the alphabet contains two consonant then change both the letters with their succeeding letter 

according to alphabetical order. 

 
For Step-3: In step 3, the first letter of each element is replaced with its opposite element’s first letter 

and the second letter will remain the same. And after this 3 will be added to each even number and 2 

will be subtracted from each odd number. 
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S11. Ans.(c) 
S12. Ans.(d)  
S13. Ans.(d) 
S14. Ans.(d) 
S15. Ans.(c) 
 
S16. Ans.(d) 
Sol. Clearly, calling off the strike and going on strike are events that may not be backed by the same 
cause. Thus, they must have been effects triggered by separate independent causes.  
 
S17. Ans.(e) 
Sol. Clearly, lesser number of people visiting a place during the week days and more people visiting 
during the weekend, both imply events that go together, and must have happened due to a common 
cause such as, it being a holiday during the weekend.  
 
Solutions (18-22): 
From the given conditions, first we try to complete blood-relation tree.  
The conditions are like as, L’s maternal aunt, L’s grandmother eats Banana and L’s uncle eats Litchi. 
K is the wife of I and she has only one child. The person, who goes gym on 6.45 a.m., is a brother of I. 
O is the sister-in-law of I. L’s grandmother has one brother. M’s husband’s brother-in-law eats Guava. 
M is the mother of I. N is the father of J, who is the uncle of L. K’s father-in-law, eats Apple. From 
those given conditions we deduce the following blood-relation tree.  

                    
Now, we try to complete floor arrangement by using given conditions. The person, who eats Banana, 
lives on the fifth floor. L’s grandmother eats Banana, hence M eats Banana. The person, who goes 
gym on 6 a.m., lives on the top floor. The person, who goes on 8.30 p.m., lives on the 7th floor. K’s 
father-in-law eats Apple and lives on the 6th floor, hence N eats Apple. The person, who eats Grapes, 
lives between K and L’s grandmother, hence the person, who eats Grapes lives on 4th floor. The 
person, who eats Orange, goes gym on 8 p.m. and lives on the 3rd floor. The person, who eats 
Pineapple, lives on the 1st floor. The person, who eats Litchi, goes gym on 6.45 a.m. and he does not 
stay on the fifth floor, hence only one floor left for the person, who eats Litchi. The person, who goes 
gym on 6.45 a.m., is a brother of I: hence the person, who goes gym on 6.45 a.m. is J.  

Floor Person Time Fruits 

8  6 a.m.  

7  8.30 p.m.  

6 N  Apple 

5 M  Banana 

4   Grapes 

3 K 8 p.m. Orange 

2 J 6.45 a.m. Litchi 

1   Pineapple 
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Now from the other conditions, L’s maternal aunt does not live on the 8th and 1st floor; Hence O does 
not live on 8th and 1st floor also it is given that O eats Mango, So O lives on 7th floor and eats Mango. 
M’s husband’s brother-in-law eats Guava, Hence P eats Guava. I’s child and the one, who goes on 
8.30 a.m., lives on even-numbered floor, hence only two even floors are left i.e. 4th and 6th floor, so I’s 
child (L) lives on 4th floor and the one, who goes on 8.30 a.m. lives on 6th floor. And only one person I 
lives on 1st floor.  

Floor Person Time Fruits 

8 P 6 a.m. Guava 

7 O 8.30 p.m. Mango 

6 N 8.30 a.m. Apple 

5 M  Banana 

4 L  Grapes 

3 K 8 p.m. Orange 

2 J 6.45 a.m. Litchi 

1 I  Pineapple 

Now, the person, who goes gym on 6.30 a.m., lives on an even-number floor, hence that person, lives 
on 4th floor. The person, who eats Banana, does not go gym on 7.10 a.m., hence the person, who goes 
gym on 7.10 a.m. lives on 1st floor. The rest person, who goes gym on 9 p.m., lives on 5th floor. The 
final arrangement are- 

              
Floor Person Time Fruits 

8 P 6 a.m. Guava 

7 O 8.30 p.m. Mango 

6 N 8.30 a.m. Apple 

5 M 9 p.m. Banana 

4 L 6.30 a.m. Grapes 

3 K 8 p.m. Orange 

2 J 6.45 a.m. Litchi 

1 I 7.10 a.m. Pineapple 

 
S18. Ans.(e) 

S19. Ans.(d) 

S20. Ans.(c) 

S21. Ans.(d) 

S22. Ans.(e) 
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S23. Ans.(c) 

Sol. ‘Internal modem’ 

 

S24. Ans.(a) 

 

S25. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

 
 

S26. Ans.(b) 

Sol. In the above question we have to find the statement supports the given statement. 

For I-This statement supports the given statement as it states about the efforts China has made to 

tackle a diplomatic row between Bangladesh and Myanmar over the flight of the Rohingya. 

For II- This statement also supports the given statement as it states about China’s concern over the 

displaced people in the Myanmar-Bangladesh border area. 

For III- This statement does not support the given statement as it is not related to the given statement. 

 

Solutions (27-31): 

From the given conditions, Chemistry is taught on Thursday. Physics is taught on Monday. Only one 

lecture is held between Chemistry and Botany. The Botany professor gave lecture immediately after 

the lecturer Bhaskar. The difference between durations of lectures of the subjects taught on Friday 

and Sunday is equal to the time taken by the lecturer Bhaskar; Bhaskar does not teach on Friday and 

Sunday, So Botany is taught on Tuesday. Botany is not taught on the immediate next day on which 

Zoology is taught. There are two lectures between the lectures of Zoology and Math. Zoology is 

taught after Math. Statistics is neither taught on Monday nor on Sunday; hence Statistics is taught on 

Friday and English is taught on Sunday.  

Days Sub. Lecturer Hours 

Monday Physics Bhaskar  

Tuesday Botany   

Wednesday Math   

Thursday Chemistry   

Friday Statistics   

Saturday Zoology   

Sunday English   
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Now, Professor who gave Maths lecture is immediately preceded and followed by Manu and Deepak 
respectively. Neither professor Vansha nor professor Sukant gave his lecture on Sunday. Professor 
Sukant gave his lecture immediately after Vansha, hence Vansha taught on Friday. Maths is taught 
for one hour. Subjects Maths & Zoology are taught for same duration. The Professor Bharti gave his 
lecture on one of the days before Friday. Bharti is not a Chemistry Professor. Rest Vidhi taught on 
Sunday. Professor, who gave lecture on Sunday spent less than three hours; Hence that professor 
taught for 1 hour or two hour, but total hour taught by all is 18 hour and only two people taught on 
same time and 1 hour is also taught by Bharti and Sukant, so the Professor, who gave lecture on 
Sunday, is taught for 2 hour.  

Days Sub. Lecturer Hours 

Monday Physics Bhaskar  

Tuesday Botany Manu  

Wednesday Math Bharti 1 

Thursday Chemistry Deepak  

Friday Statistics Vansha  

Saturday Zoology Sukant 1 

Sunday English Vidhi 2 

Now from the rest conditions, the lecturer who took maximum time is immediately preceded by the 
person who took less than one hour of maximum time; hence the professor, who took 5 hour, is just 
after the professor, who took 4 hour. Lecturer Bhaskar spent more time than Lecturer Manu. 
So the final arrangements are-  

Days Sub. Lecturer Hours 

Monday Physics Bhaskar 3 

Tuesday Botany Manu 2 

Wednesday Math Bharti 1 

Thursday Chemistry Deepak 4 

Friday Statistics Vansha 5 

Saturday Zoology Sukant 1 

Sunday English Vidhi 2 

 

S27. Ans.(d) 

S28. Ans.(e) 

S29. Ans.(d) 

S30. Ans.(b) 

S31. Ans.(d) 

 

S32. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Clearly, suspicion first needs to be confirmed and only when it is confirmed, should an action be 

taken. So, only course I follows.  
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S33. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Clearly, the contamination of ground water doesn’t provide sufficient grounds to shift people to 

other areas. The problem demands creating awareness among people of the dangers of drinking 

contaminated water and arranging to provide them safe drinking water. Thus, only course II follows.  

 

Solutions (34-38): 

This coding decoding question is based on the new pattern. In this, question the words are coded as 

per following rules. 

(i) If the word contains an alphabet that is repeated more than once in that word, then it is converted 

into an alphabet whose rank(in the alphabetical series) equivalent to the number of times that 

alphabet is repeated in the input word. 

The second alphabet of the code is the highest ranked(in the alphabetical series) vowel in that 

particular word, whereas the third letter of the code is the highest ranked consonant .  

For example:  

 
  

(ii) If the input word doesn’t satisfy condition (i) given above, then the first letter of code  is the 

reverse of the greatest vowel in that word(A-Z, E-V, I-R…)  and its next vowel in the alphabetical 

series becomes the second letter of the code. The last letter of the word becomes the last letter of the 

code. 

For example:  

 
 

S34. Ans.(a) 

S35. Ans.(a) 

S36. Ans.(a) 

S37. Ans.(d) 

S38. Ans.(c) 
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S39. Ans.(d) 

Sol. For I- This statement is in line with the given statement as it states about the Defence minister’s 

compliment for the army over the handling of the Doklam standoff issue and insurgency in the 

northeastern region which is also mentioned in the given statement. 

For II-This is not-in-line with the given statement as it states about India’s concerns about the Siliguri 

Corridor’s security whereas the given statement is concerned with Defence minister compliments 

Army for professional handling of Doklam standoff. 

For III- This statement is in line with the given statement as it also states about Army’s 

professionalism in handling the Doklam standoff and keeping the situation under control. 

 

Solutions (40-44): 

First we arrange the sitting arrangement of the given persons according to the given conditions. P sits 

opposite to N. P sits second to the left of R. L sits third to the right of N. Both M and Q are immediate 

neighbours of each other. So, there will be two possible cases- 

 
M received no.5 and both his immediate neighbours received highest and lowest numbers. R received 

an even number and P received it’s twice. N received the number which is lowest odd prime number. 

The one who received 1 and the one who received 6, sits opposite to each other. From the above 

conditions case-2 will be eliminated. Now case-1 is continued. K sits second to the left of the one who 

got no. 7. The difference between the numbers received by R and the one who is immediate left of 

him, is 4. So the circular arrangement will be---- 

                                         
Now continue with above conditions. No. 4 is written with White color. Task to read a poem is at 

no.6 and is written with Red colour. No. 5 neither has a task to perform Singing nor Comedy. No.2 is 

written with Orange color and No. 8 has the task to eat Green Chilly. Number 3 is neither written 

with Pink nor Blue. 
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Numbers Task Color 

1   

2  Orange 

3  Pink(×), 
Blue(×) 

4  White 

5 Singing(×), Comedy(×)  

6 Read a poem Red 

7   

8 Eat green chilly  

 

An even number is written with Green color. P gets the task of performing Dancing. As P receives 

number-4 which means number-4 has the task of Performing Dancing. The number which is written 

with Purple has a task to perform Mimicry and performed by the one, who is an immediate 

neighbour of M. So Number-1 has task to perform Mimicry and is written with Purple color. And 

Number-3 will be written with Black color. The number, which is written with Black colour has a task 

to Drink Bitter Guard juice. Comedy is not performed by the one, who received the number which is 

written with Orange color. So number-7 has a task to perform Comedy and number-2 has a task to 

perform Singing. 

 

Numbers Task Color 

1 Mimicry Purple 

2  Orange 

3 Drink Bitter Guard juice Black 

4 Dancing White 

5 Singing(×), Comedy(×)  

6 Read a poem Red 

7 Comedy  

8 Eat green chilly Green 

Now, number-5 will perform Stand on ice. The one who sits opposite to L received the number which 

is not written with Blue color. So, O sits opposite to L and received number-7 which will be written 

with Pink color. And number-5 will be written with Blue color. So, the final solution is- 
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Numbers Task Color 

1 Mimicry Purple 

2 Singing Orange 

3 Drink bitter guard 

juice 

Black 

4 Dancing White 

5 Stand on ice Blue 

6 Read a poem Red 

7 Comedy Pink 

8 Eat green chilly Green 

S40. Ans.(e) 

S41. Ans.(c) 

S42. Ans.(e) 

S43. Ans.(d) 

S44. Ans.(a) 

 

S45. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Total no. of student=56 

Boys: Girls=5:3, So Boys=35 and Girls=21 

We don’t know the exact number of girls sitting ahead or behind Shalini, so can’t be determine. 
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S46. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Bag A will have same number of white balls in the following two cases: 

1. A white ball is first taken from Bag A and is then placed back. Or 

2. A white ball is first placed in Bag A and is then taken back.  

So, probability of bag A having same number of white balls as before, after the experiments  

= Probability of getting (4 or 6) first and then (1 or 2 or 3 or 5) + Probability of getting (1 or 2 or 3 or 5) 

first and then (4 or 6) 

= 
2

6
×

4

6
+

4

6
×

2

6
  

= 
4

9
 

 

S47. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Bag A will not have more number of balls than bag B if we exclude the case where both the 

experiments result in placing white balls in bag A. 

So, probability of bag A having total number of balls not more than Bag B 

= 1 – Probability of getting (1 or 2 or 3 or 5) during both the experiments   

=  1 −
4

6
×

4

6
 

= 
5

9
 

 

S48. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Quantity I:  

 

Extend EF to meet AD at point G. 

Area of square ABCD = 338 cm2  

Edges of square = √338 = 13√2 cm 

Edges of rhombus ABEF = AB = 13√2 cm  

Area of rhombus ABEF = 312 cm2 

⟹ Base × Height = 312  
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⟹ 13√2 × Height = 312  

⟹ Height = 12√2 cm  

Height of rhombus = AG = 12√2 cm 

AF = AB = 13√2 cm 

∆AGF is a right angled triangle, 

AF2 = AG2 + GF2  

⟹ (13√2)2 = (12√2)2 + GF2  

⟹ GF = 5√2 cm 

GD = AD – AG = 13√2 – 12√2  = √2 cm 

CD = AB = 13√2 cm 

Area of shaded region = Area of ∆AGF + Area of rectangle CDGH  

= 
1 

2
 × AG × GF + CD × DG  

= 
1 

2
 × 12√2 × 5√2 + 13√2 × √2 

= 60 + 26 

= 86 cm2  

Quantity I > Quantity II  

 

S49. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Quantity I:  

Let the speed of train A be s km/h  

According to the question, 

Speed of train B = Speed of train A + 20 = s + 20  

And, 

2 × (s + 20) = 3 × s 

⟹ s = 40  

Speed of train A = 40 km/h  

Speed of train B = 40 + 20 = 60 km/h  

Distance between point P and R  

= Distance travelled by train B in 2 hours 

= 60 × 2  

= 120 km  

Quantity II:  

Distance between train B and A when train B reached Q  

= 10 × 60 – 10 × 40 = 600 – 400 = 200 km  

Let train B met train A second time t hours after starting from Q   

Both the trains together travelled a total distance of 200 km in t hours before crossing each other. 

60t + 40t = 200 
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⟹ 100t = 200 

⟹ t = 2 hours   

Distance between Q and S  

= Distance travelled by train B in 2 hours  

= 60 × 2  

= 120 km 

Quantity I = Quantity II  

 

S50. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Quantity I:  

Let the capacities of vessels A, B and C be 3x, 4x and 5x liters respectively. 

Contents of Vessels D: 

Water = 3x + 4x = 7x  

Honey = 4x + 5x = 9x  

Milk = 5x + 3x = 8x  

According to the question, 

Quantity of milk in vessel D + 20 = Quantity of honey in vessel D 

⟹ 8x + 20 = 9x  

⟹ x = 20  

Capacity of vessel A = 3x = 60 liters 

Quantity II > Quantity I 

 

S51. Ans.(e) 
Sol. Let the per day efficiencies of a man and a woman be M and W units respectively 
40% of the work = 60 days’ work of 25 men = 60 × 25 × M = 1500M units  
⟹ Total work = 3750M units 
60% of the work = 60 days’ work of 25 men and 20 women  
= 60 × (25 × M + 20 × W) = 1500M + 1200W units  
Total Work = 3750M = 1500M + 1500M +1200W 
⟹ 3750M = 3000M + 1200W 
⟹ 750M = 1200W  
⟹ 5M = 8W  

⟹ W = 
5M

8
  

Quantity I:  
Time taken by 30 men and 24 women working together to complete the work  

= 
3750M

30M + 24 × 
5M

8

 = 
3750M

30M + 15M
 = 

3750M

45M
 = 83

1

3
 days 

Quantity II:  
Time taken by 25 men and 32 women working together to complete the work  

= 
3750M

25M + 32 × 
5M

8

 = 
3750M

25M + 20M
 = 

3750M

45M
 = 83

1

3
 days 

Quantity I = Quantity II  
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S52. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Probabilities of India winning a match in India, in New Zealand and at a neutral venue are 0.8, 

0.5 and 0.6 respectively. Since no match ends without a result, probabilities of New Zealand winning 

a match in India, in New Zealand and at a neutral venue will be 0.2, 0.5 and 0.4 respectively. 

Quantity I:  
Probability of India winning a 4 match series in New Zealand  

= Probability of India winning 3 or more matches in the series in New Zealand 

= 4C3 × 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 + 4C4 × 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5  

= 0.25 + 0.0625 

= 0.3125  

Quantity II:  

Probability of India winning a 3 match series at a neutral venue  

= Probability of India winning 2 or more matches in the series at a neutral venue 
= 3C2 × 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.4 + 3C3 × 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.6 

= 0.432 + 0.216 

= 0.648  

Quantity II > Quantity I 

 
S53. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Number of goalkeepers in the team = 1  

Number of defenders in the team = 5  
Total number of midfielders and forwards = 11 – 5 – 1 = 5  

Playing team can be chosen with following two combinations: 

1 goalkeeper, 5 defenders, 4 midfielders and 1 forward  

Or 1 goalkeeper, 5 defenders, 3 midfielders and 2 forwards  

No. of ways of choosing the required playing team  

=  3C1.  6C5.  7C4.  5C1 +  3C1.  6C5.  7C3.  5C2 
= 9450 

 
S54. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Let the number of defenders need to be included in the team be x. 

Then, number of midfielders = x  

And, number of forwards = 
x

2
 

Number of goalkeepers in the team = 1  

Total number of players in the team = 11  

⟹ Goalkeeper + Defenders + Midfielders + Forwards = 11 

⟹ 1 + x + x + 
x

2
 = 11  

⟹ 
5x

2
 = 10  

⟹ x = 4  

So, the combination of the playing team is: 

1 goalkeeper, 4 defenders, 4 midfielders and 2 forwards  

No. of ways of choosing the required playing team  

=  3C1.  6C4.  7C4.  5C2 
= 15750 
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S55. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Number of goalkeepers in the team = 1  

Number of other players except goalkeeper in the team = 11 – 1 = 10  

Possible number of forwards = 2 or 3 or 4  

Possible number of defenders and midfielders respectively = (3, 4) or (4, 5)   

So, the only possible combination of the playing team is: 

1 goalkeeper, 3 defenders, 4 midfielders and 3 forwards  

Number of ways of choosing the required playing team =  3C1.  6C3.  7C4.  5C3  

= 3 × 20 × 35 × 10  

= 21000  

 

S56. Ans.(d) 

Sol. A → C = B – 2000  

B → A = C + 2C  

⟹ A = 3C  

And, A = 2B  

C → B = (100 – 50)% of A  

⟹ B = 50% of A 

And, B = (100 + 50)% of C 

⟹ B = 150% of C    

Ratio of investments can be obtained from either statement B alone or C alone.  

Hence, the question can be answered by using either statement B alone or C alone.  

 

S57. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Let the speed of boat in still water and speed of stream be x and y respectively.  

A → 
45

x + y
+

45

x − y
= 8  

B → x = 4y  

C → 
60

x + y
+

60

x − y
= 10

2

3
  

Hence, the question can be answered by using any two of the three statements together.   

 

S58. Ans.(e) 

Sol. A → Let, the length and breadth of cuboid be 6x and 5x cm respectively. 

And, total surface area = 900 cm2 

⟹ 2(l × b + b × h + l × h) = 900 

B → Let, the length and height of cuboid be 4y and 5y cm respectively.  

C → Total surface area of a cube = 1350 cm3 

⟹ 6a2 = 1350 cm3 

⟹ a = 15 cm = height of the cuboid  

Length, breadth and height of the cuboid can be obtained from either A and B together or A and C 

together.  

Hence, the question can be answered by using either A and B together or A and C together. 
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S59. Ans.(a) 

Sol. A → Let the number of green and blue balls in the bag be x and 2x respectively. 

B → Probability of getting a blue ball = 
Number of blue balls

Total number of balls
 = 

4

9
 

⟹ 
B

R + B + G
 = 

4

9
 

C → Number of green balls + Number of blue balls = 2 × Number of red balls 

⟹ G + B = 2R 

From all the statements together,  

Number of red balls = R = 
3

2
x 

Hence, all the three statements together are not sufficient to answer the question. 

 

S60. Ans.(c) 

Sol. A  9 × SP = 9 × CP + 2 × CP  

⟹ 9SP = 11CP  

⟹ CP = 
9

11
 of SP  

B  SP + 80 = CP + 33
1

3
%  of CP  

⟹ SP + 80 = 
4

3
 of CP  

⟹ CP = 
3

4
 × (SP + 80)  

⟹ CP = 
3

4
 of SP + 60 

C  (100 – 25)% of SP = CP – 60  

⟹ CP – 60   = 
3

4
 of SP  

⟹ CP = 
3

4
 of SP + 60 

Hence, either A and B together or A and C together are sufficient to answer the question.  

 

S61. Ans.(d) 

Sol.   
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Let the number of students who play all the three games be x. 

Number of students who play football and cricket but not hockey = 150 – x  

Number of students who play cricket and hockey but not football = 100 – x  

Number of students who play hockey and football but not cricket = 75 – x  

Number of students who play only football = 200 – (150 – x + x + 75 – x) = x – 25  

Number of students who play only cricket = 300 – (150 – x + x + 100 – x) = x + 50  

Number of students who play only hockey = 150 – (100 – x + x + 75 – x) = x – 25  

Since the number of students cannot be negative, maximum possible value of x can be 75.  

Maximum number of students who play all the three games = 75  

 

S62. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Since the number of students cannot be negative, minimum possible value of x can be 25.  

Minimum number of students who play only cricket = x + 50 = 25 + 50 = 75 

 

S63. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Number of students who play either only cricket or only hockey = 135 

⟹ x + 50 + x – 25 = 135 

⟹ 2x + 25 = 135 

⟹ x = 55 

Number of students who play both football and cricket but not hockey = 150 – x 

= 150 – 55 = 95 

 

S64. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Let total number of people who cast their votes from Goa = x 

Let total number of people who cast their votes from Uttarakhand = y 

According to the question, 

(19 + 6)% of x = 
1

2
 (47 + 31 + 17)% of y  

⟹  
1

4
× x =

1

2
×

19

20
× y  

⟹  
x

4
=

19

40
× y   

⟹ 10x = 19y    

⟹  
x

y
=

19

10
  

Required % = 
19

10
× 100 

= 190% 

 

S65. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Total no. of people who cast their votes from U.P. = 
36

12
× 100 = 300 lakh 

Total no. of people who cast their votes from Punjab = 
100

40
× 100 = 250 lakh 

Required Ratio = (
42

100
× 300) : (

100−40−22

100
× 250)   

= 126 ∶ 95   
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S66. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Required % = 
(40+22)−(100−40−22)

(40+22)
× 100   

=
62−38

62
× 100   

=
24

62
× 100   

= 38.70% 

 

S67. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Total no. of people who cast their votes from Goa  

= ((
10.5

(100 − 35 − 19 − 17 − 8)
× 100) ×

130

100
) ×

100

19
 

= 342.10  

≈ 342 lakh 

 

S68. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Since we don’t know about the percentages of females in the individual age groups, we cannot 

determine the required number of females. 

 

S69. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

Earnings  

 Gaurav Vivek 

Salary 62500 75000 

Incentive 11250 10000 

Expenditure 

 Gaurav Vivek 

Food 7550 8850 

Rent 8000 8000 

Shopping 22125 22125 

Other expenditure 9575 13405 

Savings 26500 32620 

Difference in savings of Vivek and Gaurav = 32620 − 26500 = Rs.6120 

 

S70. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Total Earning of Vivek = 75000 +
1

2
(10000) = 80000 

Required Percentage =
8000

80000
× 100 = 10% 
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S71. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Total earning of Neeraj =
80

100
× (73750 + 85000) 

= Rs.127000  

Savings of Neeraj = 32620 − 870 

= 31750 

Required percentage =
31750

127000
× 100 = 25% 

 

S72. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Required ratio =
8000

10000
= 4 ∶ 5 

 

S73. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Money spent by Vivek and Gaurav on ‘other expenditures’ = 9575 + 13405 = Rs. 22980 

 

S74. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Sales of Adidas in 2001 = 320 ×
140

100
= 448 lakh 

Sale of Nike in 2001 = 798 − 448 = 350 lakh 

Cost of production of Nike = 350 ×
100

140
= 250 lakh 

 

S75. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Let cost of production of Adidas be 5x lakh 

And cost of production of Nike be 4x lakh 

Then, 

5x ×
130

100
+ 4x ×

125

100
= 1150 

Or, 
1150x

100
= 1150 

⇒ x = 100 
Req. Difference = 5x − 4x ⇒ x = 100 lakh 

 

S76. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Required Percentage  

=  

1

2
× (460 ×

145

100
+ 510 ×

130

100
)

1

2
× (440 ×

135

100
+ 470 ×

120

100
)

× 100 

≈ 114% 

 

S77. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Sales of Nike in 2005 = 1330 − 510 ×
130

100
 

= 1330 − 663 
= 667 lakh 

Profit % of Nike = 
667−580

580
× 100 =

87

580
× 100 

= 15% 
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S78. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Required Ratio  

=  
420 ×

120

100

470 ×
120

100

=
42

47
  

 

S79. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Ratio of distance covered by second train to that of first train = 1.2 : 1 

= 6 : 5  

Since time is same,  

Ratio of their speeds is also 6 : 5 

Speed of second train = 50 ×  
6

5
 = 60 km/h 

Distance covered by first train in one hour = 50 km 

Let, the third train takes ‘t’ hours to overtake the first train  

And speed of third train be x km/hr. 

Then, 

 
50

x−50
= t  ……………(i) 

Distance covered by second train in one hour = 60 km 
60

x−60
= t + 2  …………….(ii) 

Solving (i) and (ii) 

x = 75 km/h 

t = 2 hours   

 

S80. Ans.(b) 

Sol. If the speed of the first train is 50 km/h, then the speed of third train will be 75 km/h and it takes 

4 hours to cross the second train. 

Distance covered by third train = 75 × 4  

= 300 km 

 

S81. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Refer to the fifth sentence of the first paragraph “from the political point of view 

………………………………………..off to one side”, hence option (a) is the correct choice. 

 

S82. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Refer to the last few sentences of the second paragraph “I am not a writer, but an inventor", 

hence option (b) is the correct choice. 

 

S83. Ans. (c) 

Sol. Refer the first sentence of the second paragraph. 

 

S84. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Refer “political and domestic………science and utopia…are like two nets” (first paragraph). 
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S85. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Refer the second last sentence of the passage. “the certified 

manager of good writing, of literature, he who guarantees 

decorative union and thus the fundamental separation of 

substance and form; in calling himself an inventor ("I am not a 

writer, but an inventor"), he places himself at the limit of 

meaning, what we today call Text.” Hence option (a) is correct. 

 

S86. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Refer the third last sentence of the first paragraph “However, 

the relationship of Desire and Need is not complementary (were 

they fitted one into the other, every-thing would be perfect), but 

supplementary: each is the excess of the other.” 

 

S87. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Refer the second sentence of the second paragraph “Descartes, Who, Fourier thought,….use of 

doubt.” Hence option (a) is the correct choice. 

 

S88. Ans. (c) 

Sol. Refer the fourth last sentence of the first paragraph “People feel more comfortable with 

something they can relate to and understand immediately without too much thought”. 

 

S89. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Refer the eighth sentence of the third paragraph “If he had used representational images and 

colour, much of the emotional content would have been lost and the piece would not have caused the 

demand for justice that it did.” 

 

S90. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Refer the first few sentences of the second paragraph “People who look down on abstract art 

have several major arguments to support their beliefs. They feel that artists turn abstract because they 

are not capable of the technical drafting skills that appear in a Russell: therefore, such artists create an 

art form that anyone is capable of and that is less time consuming, and then parade it as artistic 

progress.” 

 

S91. Ans. (c) 

Sol. Refer the last two sentences of the third paragraph “This can be illustrated by Mondrian’s Trees 

series. You can actually see the progression from the early recognizable, though abstracted Trees, to 

his final solution, the grid system.” 

 

S92. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Referthe fourth paragraph. 
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S93. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Denounce means publicly declare to be wrong or evil. Hence it has same meaning as proscribe. 

Splendid means magnificent, very impressive. 

Candid means truthful and straightforward, frank. 

Sublime means of very great excellence or beauty. 

 

S94. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Scrabble means an act of scratching or scrambling for something. Hence it has same meaning as 

rummage. 

Rebuke means express sharp disapproval or criticism of (someone) because of their behaviour or 

actions. 

Ascribe means regard something as being due to (a cause). 

Rife means abundant. 

Murky means dark and gloomy, especially due to thick mist. 

 

S95. Ans. (e) 

Sol. Vividly means strongly. Hence it has opposite meaning as indeterminate. 

Cavil means make petty or unnecessary objections. 

Berate means scold or criticize (someone) angrily. 

Disparage means regard or represent as being of little worth. 

 

S96. Ans. (c) 

Sol. The phrase given in bold “it cannot be indoctrinated through symbolic gestures” implies that 

patriotism cannot be taught or shown through symbolic deeds. Thus among the three statements, 

statement (I) and (III) provide the exact and the most suitable meaning of the phrase in the context of 

its usage in the sentence. Hence (c) is the correct option. Statement (II) is incorrect as the word 

allusive means to contain suggestion rather than explicit mention whereas the whole issue is 

revolving around the propagandizing of patriotism.  

 

S97. Ans. (b) 

Sol. The first part of the sentence is grammatically correct, pointing towards a true statement. Thus it 

doesn’t require any correction. In the second part of the sentence, the word “discipline” should be 

replaced by “disciplines” as the phrase “many other” indicates that the noun it signifies should be in 

plural form. The third part of the sentence is grammatically correct and doesn’t require any 

correction. Hence (b) is the correct option.  

 

S98. Ans. (b) 

Sol. The word “flounder” in the phrase given in bold “might well flounder on the rock of teaching” 

means “be in serious difficulty.” Thus among the given three sentences, statements (I) and (III) can be 

eliminated as they give a vague and inappropriate meaning of the phrase to the sentences. However, 

only statement (II) provides the exact and the most suitable meaning of the phrase in the context of its 

usage in the sentence. Hence (b) is the correct choice. 
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S99. Ans. (c) 

Sol. In the first part of the sentence, there is a minor error in the use of preposition “in” which should 

be replace by “from” to make the sentence grammatically correct. In the second part of the sentence, 

the connector “while” should be replaced by “but also” as the use of “not only” in the first part of the 

sentence indicates that it should be followed by “but also.” However, the third part of the sentence is 

grammatically correct and doesn’t require any correction. Hence (c) is the correct choice.  

 

S100. Ans. (d) 

Sol. The phrase “far cry from reality” implies very different from reality.  Thus among the three 

given statements, only statements (I) and (III) provide the correct meaning of the phrase without 

altering the meaning of the actual sentence. The second statement gives a very different meaning to 

the phrase which is incorrect. Hence (d) is the correct choice.  

 

S101. Ans. (e) 

Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct and hence it doesn’t require any correction.  

 

S102. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Among the four options, sentences (a), (c) and (d) are structurally or are grammatically incorrect 

and completely differ from the actual meaning of the sentence. However, sentence (b) adds meaning 

to the sentence as it follows the correct structure required to bring out the grammatically correct 

sentence. Hence (b) is the correct choice. 

 

S103. Ans. (a) 

Sol. In the first part of the sentence, the phrase “India’s biggest tax reform through date” should be 

replaced by “India’s biggest tax reform till date” as “till” is the correct preposition in this case.  The 

second and the third parts of the sentence are grammatically correct and don’t require any correction. 

Hence (a) is the correct option.  

 

S104. Ans. (c) 

Sol. All the sentences except (c) are incorrectly structured as 

they assign different meanings to the sentences so formed.  

The use of the connector “While” makes the sentence more 

meaningful whereas the other connectors make no real sense 

to the sentence. The sentences, (a), (b) and (d) are structurally 

incorrect as they give contextually meaningless statements. 

Moreover, they carry grammatical errors in one or more part 

of the sentences. However, the sentence (c) adds appropriate 

meaning to the sentence both grammatically and contextually. 

Hence (c) is the correct choice. 
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S105. Ans. (c) 

Sol. The first part of the sentence is grammatically correct and hence it doesn’t require any correction. 

In the second part of the sentence, the pronoun “its” should be replaced by “their” as the noun it 

signifies is in plural form, i.e. “Researchers.” In the third part of the sentence, the phrase “reduce in 

smoking” should be replaced by “to reduce smoking” to make the sentence grammatically correct. 

Hence (c) is the correct choice.  

 

S106. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Among the given four options, elimination of incorrect sentences can be easily carried out based 

on their inappropriate grammar usage like in the case of options (b), (c) and (d). Moreover, they have 

altered the basic and true meaning of the sentence as asked in the question. Thus options (b), (c) and 

(d) are inept to the required answer. However, sentence (a) depicts the correct grammar usage along 

with its sentence structure which adds meaning to the sentence so formed after their unison. Hence 

option (a) is the correct sentence regarding both grammar and context. 

 

S107. Ans. (c) 

Sol. Both the starters (I) and (II) are correct and can be used to frame the logical sentence. The third 

starter would give a meaningless sentence and thus it is incorrect. 

(I)While the final word is yet to be said on the alleged channeling of black money into Jan Dhan 

accounts, the scheme has indeed led to a transformation. 

(II)Although the final word is yet to be said on the alleged channeling of black money into Jan Dhan 

accounts, the scheme has indeed led to a transformation. 

 

S108. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Among the given options, sentence (a) is structurally incorrect as it has deviated the actual 

meaning of the sentence. Sentences (b) and (c) are grammatically and structurally incorrect which can 

be easily spotted like “have resulted in an exponential growth” which should be “has resulted in an 

exponential growth” in the case of sentence (b) and the use of incorrect starter “Although” in the case 

of sentence (c). Moreover, they infer vague and meaningless sentence. However, sentence (d) 

provides the most logical and contextual meaning of the sentence. Hence (d) is the correct choice. 

 

S109. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Both the starters (I) and (III) can be used to frame a logical and meaningful sentence for the given 

set of sentences. However, the second starter is incorrect owing to its irrelevant meaning to the 

sentence.  

(I) Notwithstanding that Amit Shah was summoned back to Delhi for an urgent meeting with the PM 

and Arun Jaitley, the aborted march is being seen in Kerala as an admission of defeat by the BJP chief. 

(III)Although he was summoned back to Delhi for an urgent meeting with the PM and Arun Jaitley, 

the aborted march is being seen in Kerala as an admission of defeat by the BJP chief. 
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S110. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Among the four options, sentences (b), (c) and (d) are grammatically incorrect. In the sentence 

(b), the correct phrase would be “must await the conclusion” and not “must be awaiting the 

conclusion” so as to follow the subject-verb agreement. In the sentence (c), the phrase “who should 

await” is grammatically incorrect as it also doesn’t follow the subject-verb agreement. Similarly, in 

the case of the sentence (d), the use of connectors “As…but…” makes no real sense to the meaning of 

the sentence. Thus all these three statements are eliminated owing to their grammatical errors and 

structures. However, the sentence (a) is both grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. 

Hence (a) is the correct choice. 

 

S111. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Both the starters (II) and (III) are correct to frame the meaningful sentence. The first one is 

incorrect as it would alter the meaning of the sentence.  

(II)According to the judgment of the Constitutional Bench of the Supreme Court in the Kedarnath 

case, a person can be charged with sedition only if he incites violence or intends to create disorder 

through speech or writing. 

(III)In the Kedarnath case, the Constitutional Bench of the Supreme Court came up with the judgment 

that a person can be charged with sedition only if he incites violence or intends to create disorder 

through speech or writing. 

 

S112. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Among the given three starters, only (I) is correct enough to fulfill the required purpose. The 

other two would alter the meaning of the sentence.  

(I)Stressing that there is no good data regarding jobs, employment and unemployment, Mr. Debroy 

said the only good way to obtain satisfactory jobs data is through household surveys and that the 

previous National Sample Survey was released in 2011, and the next one will release data only in 

2018. 

 

S113. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Starter (II) provides a meaningful and common sentence. The third one is incorrect as it doesn’t 

have the correct structure to start a sentence.  

 (II)While Germany did see its position enhanced, albeit obliquely via the tradition of having a 

European head of the IMF, Japan’s frustrations led it to create the Asian Development Bank as its 

major channel of development funding. 

 

S114. Ans. (a) 

Sol. As mentioned in the question, if sentence (c) is the first sentence then the correct order of other 

sentences after rearrangement is FADBE. 
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S115. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Read the sentences and we can easily point out that sentences CFAED forms a coherent 

paragraph as it talks about the statistics of the drop in number of cases of Tuberculosis in India as 

compared to previous year while sentence (d) which fails to connect with other sentences talks about 

the funding for anti TB work. Hence option (d) is the correct choice.  

 

S116. Ans.(b) 

 

S117. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Bank of Baroda (BOB) and IFFCO has rolled out their first set of co-branded debit cards for 

farmers as part of a novel initiative to push digitalization and cashless economy. Both the 

organizations in February 2017 entered into a memorandum of understanding (MoU) in this regard. 

The co-branded debit cards, with the inbuilt overdraft of Rs. 2,500 in special savings bank account, 

could be used for the purchase of various agri products at IFFCO sale counters. 

 

S118. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Dhopkhel, also transliterated dhop khel and dhoop khel (Assamese),is a traditional ball game 

played in the Indian state of Assam. The game is played between two eleven member teams on a 125 

m × 80 m field bounded by four flags. The players take turns throwing the ball at the opponent to 

knock them out of the game, while seeking to catch the ball and evade other players. It is a test of 

speed, stamina, and acrobatic skills. 

 

S119. Ans.(a) 

Sol. HDFC Bank, India’s second-largest private sector lender has launched a 10-second paperless 

instant loan Scheme for its existing customers. The 10-second loan Scheme was launched as part of 

HDFC Bank’s digital banking platform GoDigital. With this, HDFC bank became first banking 

institution to completely automate the entire process of loan approval and disbursement. 

 

S120. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Security Printing and Minting Corporation of India Limited 

(SPMCIL) was formed after corporatization of nine units 

including four mints, four presses and one paper mill which were 

earlier functioning under the Ministry of Finance. The Company 

was incorporated on 13.01.2006 under the Companies Act, 1956 

with its headquarters at 16th Floor, Jawahar Vyapar Bhawan, 

Janpath, New Delhi. SPMCIL, a Miniratna Category-I CPSE, and 

wholly owned Schedule ‘A’ Company of Government of India, is 

engaged in the manufacture of security paper, minting of coins, 

printing of currency and bank notes, non-judicial stamp papers, 

postage stamps, travel documents, etc. 
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S121. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The Karnataka government has recently approved ‘Electric Vehicle and Energy Storage Policy 

2017’ to help the state become a hub for production of alternative fuel vehicles, reduce dependency 

on fossil fuels, bring down pollution levels and push the ‘Make In Karnataka’ initiative. 

 

S122. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Credit Information (Companies Regulation Act, 2005) provides for regulation of credit 

information companies and to facilitate efficient distribution of credit and for matters connected 

therewith or incidental thereto. 

 

S123. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC) is an apex-level body constituted by the 

government of India. Chairperson: The Union Finance Minister of India. 

 

S124. Ans.(d) 

 

S125. Ans.(d) 

Sol.- The government has lowered interest rate on small saving schemes by 0.1 per cent for the July- 

September quarter. The move will prompt banks to lower deposit rates. The rates of small saving 

schemes like PPF, Kisan Vikas Patra and Sukanya Samriddhi have been lowered across the board 

compared to the April-June quarter. The one for girl child savings, Sukanya Samriddhi Account 

Scheme, will offer 8.3 percent annually, from 8.4 per cent at present. 

 

S126. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Kotak Mahindra Bank launched KayPay – World’s First Bank Agnostic Instant Funds Transfer 

Platform using Facebook. Millions of bank account holders can transfer money to each other at any 

hour of the day or night, without needing net banking, or know various bank account related details 

of the payee  

 

S127. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Telangana government launched the single-women pensions scheme across the state. Single 

women will be given 1,000 per month in what is being described as the first such scheme in India. 

 

S128. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Former United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon was elected as Chair of Ethics 

Commission of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) for a four-year term. Ban succeeds 

Youssoupha Ndiaye of Senegal whose term has come to an end. 

 

S129. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Legal tender is a medium of payment recognized by a legal system to be valid for meeting a 

financial obligation. Paper currency and coins are common forms of legal tender in many countries. 

Generally, designation of a particular form of money as legal tender means “that the designated 

money is valid payment for all debts unless there is a specific agreement to the contrary. 
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S130. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Insurance is the economic device whereby the individual or business pays a cost (premium) in 

exchange for protection against financial loss. The agreement is a contract also known as an insurance 

policy. 

 

S131. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The Finance Ministry has set up a Public Debt Management Cell (PDMC) with a view to 

streamline government borrowings and better cash management with the overall objective of 

deepening bond markets. 

 

S132. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO), now known as National Sample Survey 

Office, is an organization under the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation of the 

Government of India. It is the largest organization in India conducting regular socio-economic 

surveys. 

 

S133. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Deposit insurance facility of Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation is not 

available to depositors of NBFCs, unlike in the case of banks. 

 

S134. Ans.(a) 

Sol. City based private sector bank - Karnataka Bank, in its pursuit to transform customer satisfaction 

into customer delight, has unveiled yet another novel card variant 'KBL-image debit card. It is 

intended to enable bank's debit cardholders to customize/personalize debit card with image of their 

choice. 

 

S135. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) is an international financial 

institution that offers loans to middle-income developing countries. 

 

S136. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Pench National Park is in Seoni and Chhindwara districts of Madhya Pradesh in India. 

 

S137. Ans.(c) 

Sol.  Forbes has released a list of the top 100 most powerful Arab business women for 2017, and the 

UAE represents the highest number of women, with 18, followed by Egypt, with 16. 

 

S138. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 2016–17 Vijay Hazare Trophy was the 15th season of the Vijay Hazare Trophy, a List A cricket 

tournament in India. It was contested by the 28 domestic cricket teams of India. Tamil Nadu won the 

tournament, beating Bengal by 37 runs in the final. 
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S139. Ans.(a) 

Sol. First- Lewis Hamilton  

Second- Valtteri Bottas 

Third-  Kimi Räikkönen 

 

S140. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Smartphone-maker Samsung, which recently launched its digital wallet app Samsung Pay in 

India, has tied up with State Bank of India to store higher variants of SBI debit cards on the app. 

 

S141. Ans.(b) 

Sol.- The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has appointed an expert panel 

committee that would study various issues relating to data protection in the country and will suggest 

a draft data protection Bill. It is a 10 member panel and it is headed by former Supreme court Judge 

Justice B N Srikrishna. 

 

S142. Ans.(c) 

 

S143. Ans.(a) 

Sol. BitBay, one of the top ten cryptocurrency trading platforms in the world, has launched a 

dedicated platform for trade and exchange of digital currencies such as bitcoin, litecoin, ether, Lisk, 

monero, dash and gamecredits. 

 

S144. Ans.(a) 

Sol. A key intelligence agency tasked with checking evasion of Goods and Services Tax (GST) has got 

its new chief. Senior bureaucrat John Joseph has been appointed Director General of Goods and 

Services Tax Intelligence (DG GSTI). 

 

S145. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The Sawai Mansingh Stadium is a cricket stadium in Jaipur, Rajasthan, India. It was built during 

the reign of Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II who was also known as SMS, hence the name of the SMS 

Stadium. 

 

S146. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Private sector YES Bank has received $150 million funding from the US government and Wells 

Fargo to increase lending to support women entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized enterprises 

in India. 

 

S147. Ans.(b) 

Sol. One of the most visited wildlife sanctuary in South India is Mundanthurai Wildlife Sanctuary, 

which is located in Thirunelvelli district of Tamil Nadu and opened in the year 1988. 
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S148. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Tejas, India's indigenous Light Combat Aircraft, successfully demonstrated an Air-to-Air Beyond 

Visual Range (BVR) missile firing capability by releasing Derby Air-to-Air BVR missile in RADAR 

guided mode. 

 

S149. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The International Youth Day was observed across the world on 12 August with the theme 'Youth 

Building Peace'. 

 

S150. Ans.(d) 

Sol. currency of Iran- Rial 

Capital of Iran- Tehran 

President of Iran-currency of Iran 

 

S151. Ans.(d) 

Sol. India launched a campaign to woo Egyptian travellers and make them aware of magnificent 

holiday options in the country. The month-long "Incredible India!" campaign has been organised by 

the Embassy of India in Cairo. Cairo is the capital and largest city of Egypt. 

 

S152. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The Nathpa Jhakri Dam is a concrete gravity dam on the Satluj River in Himachal Pradesh, India. 

The primary purpose of the dam is hydroelectric power production and it supplies a 1,500 megawatts 

underground power station with water. 

 

S153. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) security at the Chhatrapati Shivaji International 

Airport (CSIA) in Mumbai has been recognised as the best service in this domain by a global quality 

rating agency. 

 

S154. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Basel, Switzerland is the head office of Bank for 

International Settlements (BIS). 

 

S155. Ans.(d) 

Sol. A PPF account matures in 15 years, but you can extend the 

tenure in blocks of five years after maturity. The balance 

continues to earn interest at the normal rate. The minimum 

investment of Rs 500 has to be maintained even for accounts 

extended beyond 15 years. 
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